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Trajectory of a floater kick: Video kinematics and
influencing factors.
Sarah Texter and Brian L. Caster
Soccer is one of the most popular sports in the world and it is still
growing tremendously across people of all ages today. The goal of
this research was to look at the history and manufacturing of the
soccer ball since the beginning of its time in the early 1800s and
the trajectory of a floater kick. A floater kick is when there is no
spin on the ball. This is a difficult kick to attain due to
aerodynamic drag and the magnus effect of a moving object.
Another concept examined is the speed the ball travels at with no
spin across a certain distance for a single participant. Since this
study is only a methodology for a more in-depth study in the
future, one participant was used. The last two concepts assessed in
this study are the average velocity for one kicker across three
segments and to see if a critical Reynolds number was reached in a
floater kick.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
The Nike Pitch Team ball was used for this study due to
availability. It released on the market in early 2017 and contains a
12 panels design with a rubber bladder to improve air and to
maintain shape retention. There are thousands of different kind of
soccer balls on the market today that range from around $14 all
the way up to an official World Cup match ball costing $2,500.
This price is greatly dependent on how the ball is made. The
traditional ball with black and while hexagons on the outside, is
one of the cheapest balls someone can find on the market. The
Adidas Brazuca is one of the most expensive with several others
in between. Other balls have various panels, ranging from 6-32,
contain smooth or rough surfaces, and rubber or synthetic
bladders to maintain shape. Developers are all trying to create the
perfect match ball but will there ever really be a perfect ball. The
level of play and type of kick a player is wishing to do all might
impact what ball is best.
HISTORY OF THE SOCCER BALL
Soccer has been around for hundreds of years and throughout this
time, the manufacturing of a ball has changed. In the early 1800s,
balls were made of cow or pig bladders and the shape sphericity of
the ball depending greatly of what the animal bladder was used
could have greatly impacted the game and how the ball was
kicked. The first official ball that contained rubber, was created by
Charles Goodyear in 1855. In the early 1900s designers started to
look at more of the panels on the ball and the designs of the leather
stitching. These balls resemble a combination of the basketball and
footballs today with the patterns of stitching. Later, it was
discovered that this type of ball would retain water making the ball
heavier and more painful to head and kick. To compensate for this,
manufactures started to add synthetic leather in the 1960s along
with the rubber bladder. It wasn’t until the 1980s in which a soccer
ball was made with all synthetic leather to provide the light weight
and less water absorption.

RESULTS

FIFA BALL TESTING
FIFA test all soccer balls being used at the professional levels
before they can be used for play. They have tested over 628 balls
dating back to the last several decades. When completing this
testing, the ball must pass all seven-measurement tests before
being used for play on the field. The first test is the
circumference of the ball. A size five soccer ball must be
22 centimeters in diameter. The next requirements are sphericity
of the ball and to be sure the size and retention remains during
impact. Since soccer is played in all weather conditions, water
absorption is the next measurement. A ball must not retain water
during play if the field is wet otherwise it can impact the
outcome of a kick and ultimately alter results of a game. The ball
is also weighed during this testing to make sure it is not too
heavy for play. The required weight of a ball is 16 ounces to pass
FIFA testing. The last two test being performed are loss of
pressure and rebound. For the loss of pressure test, the testers
inflate the ball and check it after 24 hours to see if the pressure
has changed from the required range of 0.6 - 1.1 atmospheres
pressure. The last test, rebound, is to determine how the ball
reacts after being dropped from a certain height. The ball can be
observed bouncing on the grass during a game and based on the
structure and weight of a ball can determine how it bounces and
is controlled by the player. A soccer ball must ultimately pass all
seven of these measurement test to be given the FIFA Quality
World Cup Ball Sticker.

Kick number

Interval velocity
Meter 0-1
Meter 8-9
Meter 17-18
1
0.042
0.054
0.054
2
0.042
0.054
0.067
3
0.042
0.050
0.050
4
0.038
0.054
0.050
5
0.038
0.054
0.046
6
0.042
0.050
0.063
7
0.050
0.054
0.050
8
0.038
0.050
0.054
9
0.042
0.050
0.058
10
0.046
0.046
0.054

Average velocity of
each phase
0.042
Table 1: Velocity of Kicks across 18 meters
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Table 2: Visual in bar chart of Velocity of Kicks across 18 meters

MAGNUS EFFECT AND REYNOLDS NUMBER
Magnus effect is a concept in physics which analyzes the
movement or spinning motion of an object such as a soccer
ball through its flight path and aerodynamic drag. In a study
by Spathopoulos, 2009, it discusses a drag coefficient in
soccer which is related to a Reynolds number. Reynolds
number is a point in which a drag crisis is reached during the
airborne phase of a kick. In this same study they compare the
Magnus effect to different types of kicks such as those with
side and back spin. The magnus effect is different in each one
because of the different forces from the kicker. What happens
to the force on a ball with no
spin. A possible comparison
for a future study could be to
compare the velocities of the
ball at takeoff to see if there
is a difference in forces
applied to each style of kick.
For this study of a floater
kick, for a single kicker, the
average was around 20
meters per second at take off.
Image 1: Measurement of Velocity at takeoff.
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Image 2: Methodology of Data

CONCLUSION
During this study it was observed the kicker had an average velocity
for a floater kick of about 0.046m/s. It is unknown where this average
stands across other types of kicks or balls since only one type was
tested. Although due to the lack of resources and funds we were
unable to investigate further into a comparison different types of
soccer balls and its aerodynamic properties. In the future a possible
study could analysis the effect of the Reynolds number and drag
crisis on a floater kick due to it not having spin. Another idea that
could be consider is, does a more expensive ball have less drag
making for a floater kick easier due to its manufacturing?
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